Kimber Perfect Thanks CFD Medics

Deputy Chief of Staff Perfect visits firefighters who
saved her life after suffering a cardiac arrest while
walking down Gay Street on the morning of June 8,
2017. Page 3

Dave Karn Passes Badge One to Edward Eldred

Long serving Rescue & Training icon retires after 44 years, passes
Badge One to Ladder 8 veteran during crowded ceremony. Page 14
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COTS TRAINING : Preparing for mass casualities with multiple agencies
Columbus firefighters and police officers swarm into MAPFRE Stadium on Tuesday, Apr. 4, 2017, during a first responders training exercise. Photo by James Miller
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Committed to a Diverse Workforce
Welcome to the Columbus Division of Fire
Command Post. This quarterly newsletter,
focuses on the fire services industry, how
we affect the greater community and what
we need to do to refine our skills as fire
service professionals.

A

s Fire Chief of the Columbus Division
of Fire, I am personally committed to

ensuring the Division of Fire provides an
environment that values and embraces the
contributions and potential of every mem-

Fire Chief Kevin O’Connor

ber of our diverse workforce and those qual-

Our mission is to research and write articles
that are insightful, interesting, helpful and
inspiring. If there is something you feel that
we should cover, then let us know. We hope
that you enjoy what you read.

ified applicants wishing to join our great Di-

This Recruitment & Diversity Strategic

vision. The Division’s core values of Personal

Plan allows the Division of Fire to have a

Integrity, Professionalism, and Respect for

unified voice and direction by focusing ef-

Others are paramount to our individual and

forts to a measurable plan that can be used

Send letters to the editor, story ideas, digital
photos or upcoming events to piofire@
columbus.gov.

collective success, whether in uniform or

as the guideposts for success. The Division’s

OUR TEAM

not.

diversity and inclusion goals, and progress

Fire Chief
Kevin O’Connor

towards achieving them, will be assessed
Throughout the Division of Fire’s nearly
200-year history, we have made significant
strides toward the more equitable inclusion

annually to ensure they align with our mission and values, as well as the community
we serve.

of minorities, women, LGBTQ individuals, veterans, and other cultural and ethnic

Finally, the Division of Fire will continue to

demographic groups. The Division of Fire’s

explore new opportunities for achieving and

goal is to reflect the diversity of our com-

promoting a diverse and inclusive work-

munity throughout our workforce. This

force, not only with qualified new hires,

Division has done much to achieve a work-

but within the promoted ranks of our great

force that is diverse and inclusive, and we

Division.

are firmly committed to making continued

Respectfully,

progress.

Kevin O’Connor
Fire Chief
Columbus Division of Fire
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Kimber Perfect Visits Station 1, Thanks
Medics for Livesaving Effort

K

imber Perfect just returned from a skiing trip
with her five grandchildren this month. She’s
training once again to ride in the annual Pelotonia
bicycle tour this August, as she has been doing for
several years.
None of this is particularly remarkable for Kimber,
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Columbus Mayor
Andrew Ginther. But on a warm morning last June,
a man watched as she collapsed while walking down
Gay Street. She was in sudden cardiac arrest, and had
stopped breathing.
Four months later, Kimber stopped by Columbus
Fire Station 1 to thank firefighters for their efforts to
save her life.
“I was so happy to be able to meet them, to thank
them and get to know them a little bit,” Perfect said
after delivering a lunch of calzones brought by Perfect
for the medics.
A passerby witnessed Perfect fall backwards onto
the sidewalk at 9:53 a.m., and called 911 from a
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cellphone. Firefighter Matt Snyder, a CPR instructor,
was working in the Fire Alarm Office that day and
received the call. Snyder coached a bystander to start
CPR on Perfect, who was unconscious and unresponsive. Columbus Fire Engine 1 arrived on the scene
at 10:01 a.m., and was joined by EMS 13 and EMS
10. The medics took over CPR from the unidentified
bystander who had been assisting Perfect. Perfect
had no pulse and was not breathing when medics arrived. A shock from a portable AED device restarted
her heart function, but she suffered a second arrest at
Grant Medical Center where she was revived again by
emergency room personnel.
Perfect is an avid cyclist with no prior history of heart
problems. She was released from Grant after a short
stay and is responding well to therapy. She returned
to her duties in the Mayor’s office in early July, and
now sports a new pacemaker/defibrillator to guard
against a re-occurrence.

Continued page 18
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Recruits Jessica and Anthony Hessel Juggle
Life, Family & The Fire Training Academy

Photos top: Columbus Fire
Recruits Jessica Hessel
and Anthony Hessel above
the training bay at the
Columbus Fire Academy.
The couple were in separate
but overlapping classes
for about 6 weeks in 2017.
Opposite page: Firefigher
Jessica Hessel with her
16-month-old son Rhett
after graduation on Feb.
2, 2018. James Miller/
Columbus Division of Fire
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J

essica and Anthony Hessel share a lot
in common. The couple met as sophomores attending Capital University;
Jessica played on the women’s soccer team,
majoring in health and physical education.
Tony, a physiology major, played safety for
the Crusaders football team. The two met
early one morning before two-a-day workouts for their respective teams. They began
dating in college, and graduated in 2009.
The couple married two years later.

So you’ve seen a bit of the world serving
in the Air Force, serving in a combat
zone. How did that change you?

And for a brief two months in 2017, the
pair were recruits at the Columbus Fire
Training Academy. Jessica graduated on
Feb. 2, 2018 with the academy’s 105th class.
Tony is enrolled in the 106th academy class
that began course work in December of
2017. Only an unexpected deployment
to Iraq to serve in his U.S. Air Force F-16
maintenance unit as a crew chief prevented the couple from entering the same fire
academy class. It was Tony’s third deployment to Iraq during college while also
serving in the Air Force Reserve.

So tell me about your kids.

The couple sat for an interview six weeks
into Tony’s 30-week training period, and
24 hours before Jessica’s graduation, to talk
about their experience as recruits.

Tony: We both took the test together in 2014.
We had been married since 2011, and I

Tony: It helps you mature a little quicker.
You come back with a different perspective
on life; you learn what hard work is, how
to meet schedules, things like that. You
come back and hear your friends complain
about the littlest things and it kind of
drives you crazy.

Jessica: We have two; Brooklyn is five and
Rhett is 16 months. He turned one the day
I started the academy. It was his birthday.
Tony: They’re great. She’s started kindergarten. She’s blonde hair, blues eyes, and
super tough. My son is, well crazy. The
direct, mirror image of myself. Just his
attitude and personality. He’s a goofball.
So, why the fire department? What made
you choose this career?

expressed an interest in taking the test. I
encouraged her to take it as well. We both
had an interest in EMS at the time, so we
both took the test on a whim.
Jessica: And then he was gone! He was
activated at the time, so he left for North
Carolina for his military commitment.
He moved down, but I stayed here, partly
because of the process of getting on the
fire department. He had some background
in the medical field as a physical therapist,
but I graduated with a health and physical
education degree. The college was cutting
back for budget reasons. They weren’t hiring
PE teachers, so I worked at a doctor’s office
for a while. I liked my job, but I knew it
wasn’t something I wanted to do forever. I
knew I was interested in the medical part,
however. As the (testing) process went on,
I personally became more interested in the
whole idea of being a firefighter. Even in the
“fire” side of firefighting, way more than I
expected. By the time I started here, I was
really excited for both sides of the work.
Tony: What I like about the fire service,
what I learned from the firefighters I worked
with at the doctor’s office, it seemed like a
real team-based environment. A real brotherhood, a lot of camaraderie. And for my
personality, it really fits.
Jessica: You have it in sports growing up; I
always played soccer, and that’s what I loved
about it. And when you grow up and are
in the real world, you find it’s not like that.
This career provides what you had when you
were in sports, at least for me.

Tony: I look forward to having someone
to lean on, because you build those close
relationships through adversity. I can attest
to that from what I do in the military, and
it’s what I hope to do when I graduate from
the academy.
And you just started in December. Do you
feel there are people in this class you can
connect to?
Tony: Yes, I already feel that. Unfortunately,
we are already segregated into Gold Company and Green Company based on previous
fire experience. You probably build stronger
relationships within your own company.
And I’m guessing the physical adversity
on the fireside of the training will only
strengthen those bonds.

“It’ll be nice to have someone you
can de-stress with after you’ve seen
something hard, or been through a
hard shift where you had 20 runs
on the medic unit. She’ll get it.
And I’ll get it.”
Fire Recruit Anthony Hessel
Jessica, you will graduate tomorrow. What
were the biggest challenges for you, and
what were some of the surprises that perhaps you weren’t expecting?
Jessica: Well, they try and stress you out
over the little things, because it’s a stressful
job and they want you to be able to endure
a stressful environment. That stuff never
really fazed me at all. But I never felt so
small in my life until I came here. Physically, I’ve always been able to hold my
own. But I knew here, I’d have to prove
myself in order to gain respect. I’m already
coming in as a female, which is a minority
in this profession. But I’m also small, and
didn’t really realize how small I was until I
came here. Obviously, you are comparing
yourself to your classmates. But the support
and the backing I received from my peers
probably surprised me more than anything.
I don’t feel like an outsider being a female
here. I’ve been supported 100 percent. But
I think I had to work for that position. I’m
surprised at how much they have embraced
me with their brotherhood, because it is a
brotherhood.
When your class came in, it was pretty
obvious that you had a high level of cardiovascular fitness, which is very import-
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ant. But the upper body strength requirement to become a firefighter is a pretty
high bar as well. It must seem daunting,
especially for a new female recruit.
Jessica: Absolutely. In the beginning, nobody knows you, so PT (physical training)
is how they are ranking everybody. Unfortunately, that puts you into one of two
categories; “Did you come prepared?” or
“Did you not come prepared?” I was put
into the “you came prepared category” so I
always tried to give 110 percent because I
knew, once we started putting all our gear
on, that would be all new to me. All the
added weight, breathing bottled air, all that
would be a challenge for me physically. But
I tried to support people who were struggling from the beginning with the things I
was good at, like PT in general. I was able
to help out. Even if it was only verbal or
emotional support, I tried to be there for
my classmates. Like teaching people how to
do burpees, because they’d never done them.
Things like that. Then, turning it around,
when it was time to tackle things I struggled
with, I was able to say “hey guys, this is the
time that you can help me.” No one wants
to be in that position. It’s an uncomfortable
position to be in. But there are times when
you are the weakest link, and for me it was
when we started carrying gear up staircases,
when you start carrying hoses up the tower.
I can still hold my own, by all means. But
I felt I could look over my shoulder and
say “you guys better be ready to catch me
now, this is way more weight-wise on me
than it is on you.” I felt I had proven that I
supported them from the very beginning,
so I felt that same support for me from my
classmates when I needed it.
Since you are about to graduate, what
advice can you give to other women considering to the fire academy.
Jessica: My advice would be, only come
here for the right reasons. And understand
what you are getting into. Do you know
what the expectations are going to be? And
do you honestly, wholehearted believe that
you can compete? Because you do have to
earn your respect here, regardless of gender.
And if you really want to enjoy your job, it’s
not just about enjoying the work you do.
It’s also about enjoying the people you work
with, because they are your family. What really makes or breaks enjoying your job, any
job, is being accepted. You’ve got to honestly
ask yourself “Can I work with a bunch of
men, in a way that you can support each
other equally?” (Continued page 18)
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RESCUE
T A S K

Photos top: Columbus
Fire Paramedic Sarah
Wagner evaluates a
“wounded” victim under
the protection of an
armed Columbus Police
Officer during a mass
casualty training exercise
at MAPFRE Stadium.
Wagner was among about
75 firefighters and medics
who participated in the
county-wide exercise
designed to test local
response capabilities.
James Miller/Division of
Fire
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Radios crackled with a dreaded announcement on a warm spring
day last April.
“We’ve got multiple gunshot victims at MAPFRE Stadium….
active shooter or shooters reported in the stadium.”
Columbus firefighters and police officers swarmed into MAPFRE
Stadium on Tuesday, Apr. 4, 2017, during a first responders mass
casualty training exercise organized by the Central Ohio Trauma
Systems.

ters to increase victim survival in the aftermath
of critical trauma events. The Columbus Division of Fire was an early partner in the COTS
partnership, and played a significant role in
planning the MAPFRE Stadium exercise.
The exercise was designed so that area hospitals and trauma centers could evaluate their
regional surge and mass casualty plans, to test
multi-agency radio communication systems and
to identify and track patients for families as the
incident unfolded.
The participating agencies were briefed with
the scenario information before hand, and had
“injects” of new information provided via radio
as the events unfolded. All participants were encouraged to respond as if it were a real incident.
The exercise dovetailed nicely with new CFD
standard operating procedure changes implemented in early 2017 for mass casualty responses, according to Assistant Fire Chief James
Cannell, who oversees the Division’s Emergency
Services Bureau. The new procedures pairs
CFD medics with armed officers rushing into
areas where victims are wounded, even as the
threat of continuing violence remains.
“One of the many lessons that came out of the
Columbine shootings was that some victims
bled to death awaiting treatment,” said Cannell.
“We don’t ‘stage and wait’ anymore,” said
Cannell.
On April 20, 1999, two armed students entered
Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado
and roamed the school firing shots and tossing
home-made explosive devices. Twelve students
and a teacher, David Sanders, were killed before
the two attackers took their own lives.

A cacophony of moaning and shouting greeted teams of police and medics arriving on the
sprawling soccer stadium. The moulage wounds
of people lying alone or in heaps along the stadium’s concourses lent an eerie realism to a chaotic
scene. Medics raced between victims to make a
quick assessment of each actor while armed police
officers stood at their sides, scanning the scene for
gunmen or suspicious packages. The assembled
officers, medics and actors were playing out a
community’s worst nightmare.
About 400 area residents and health care students played the role of the injured in a large
scale disaster drill held simultaneously at John
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Glenn Columbus Airport, Otterbein University
and MAPFRE to test the preparedness of first
responders and the area hospital emergency
rooms for the possibility mass causality incident
in Columbus.
About 75 Columbus firefighters and medics from
10 Columbus Fire companies took part in the exercise, along with Columbus Police Department
and central Ohio hospitals and trauma centers.
The Central Ohio Trauma Systems (COTS)
coordinated the exercise.
COTS was started in 1995 as the Columbus
Medical Association to plan and coordinate
emergency medical care response involving area
hospitals, EMS providers and local trauma cen-

Responding officers traded fire with one of the
gunmen upon arriving at the school, but held
in position outside after the gunman fled into
the building. Officers waited for a SWAT team
to assemble, the standard response protocol at
the time, before entering the school a full 47
minutes after the shootings started.
Sanders, a business teacher and coach, was the
last victim to die in the attack. Although Sanders remained conscious for almost two hours
after being shot, it took police over three hours
to fully secure the building and reach him.
He was dead by the time medics arrived at his
side, according to police reports released almost
a year after the attack.. (Continued page 8)
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IN OUR COMMUNITY

Columbus Fire Department Medics scramble to assess fallen victims while Columbus Police Officers provide cover during a mass casualty training session held at MAPFRE
Stadium.. James Miller/Division of Fire

RESCUE
T A S K

F O R C E

Continued from page 7
“Previously, we’d stay back until police
eliminated the threat. There was a hot
zone where the threat lies, and a cold
zone, or an EMS treatment area. Now
the idea is to keep victims from bleeding to death,” said Cannell.
Cannell describes the new approach as
a rescue task force design, where armed
law enforcement arrive and immediately
confront the threat, be that a shooter,
multiple shooters or at a bombing
scene.
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First responders call this the hot zone.
The second wave of police enter the
warm zone paired with EMS medics
equipped with ballistic vests, with the
goal to quick perform an emergency triage on fallen victims in an area that may
still pose a threat to first responders.
A designated holding area, or casualty
collection point, is established to speed
victims into an EMS treatment area.
Victims are quickly assessed and rated
red, yellow or green for life threatening
trauma, serious but not immediate
life threatening wounds, and walking
wounded with stable vital signs and not
actively bleeding.
“It’s a new paradigm, and we’ve never
been able to practice that before now.
The warm zone represents a higher level

of danger, but medics are less likely to
be killed because they have an armed
escort,” said Cannell.
Columbus firefighter and paramedic
Sarah Wagner was already a certified
EMT when she joined the Division in
the 2015 recruit class. And although
she participated in mass shooting drills
at the Columbus Training Academy
with mannequin victims, the scene at
MAPFRE was much larger.
Wagner was among several CFD medics
paired with armed Columbus Police
Officers to enter the stadium as rescue
task force team members.
“I was pretty impressed with the acting
skills of people playing the victims.
Their crying and screaming was pretty
nerve racking. You go in knowing it’s

a training day. But it was still stressful. It looked
like hundreds of victims there,” Wagner said.
Wagner serves at Columbus Station 6 on the
city’s northeast side, one of the busiest stations in
the city, where she has responded to many calls
for service in the two years since she graduated.
She has treated victims of violence, so she wasn’t
fazed by faux blood and compound fractures of
rubber tibias on display at MAPFRE. But the
number of victims was an unnerving glimpse of
what an actual mass casualty scene might feel
like.
“On the street, you are typically dealing with
one traumatic event at a time. You come upon a
victim, do an assessment and think this person
needs to get to a hospital right away. In the
rescue task force role at MAPFRE, we raced from
victim to victim to perform an initial triage,”
Wagner said.
The “victims” were instructed to take their roles
seriously and not assist the responding medics if
they were supposed to be immobile. The rescue
task force teams were told shooters armed with
grenades and Molotov cocktails may still be
present within the stadium.
“We are trained to have our head on a swivel.
You never know who might be disgruntled or a
potential threat at a scene. So it was somewhat
comforting knowing the police were there standing over you,” said Wagner.
“That’s what we are here for. That’s why you
become an EMT.”

For Assistant Chief Jim Cannell, the emerging
risk of mass violence in large urban settings
is driving new approaches and tactics for first
responders.
“It’s a higher level of risk, but we are accustomed
to sending firefighters into dangerous environments when lives are at risk,” Cannell said.
Cannell pointed to two recent incidents that
called for a joint response to a public threat of
violence. A student intentionally rammed a car
into pedestrians on the OSU campus in November of 2016, then began slashing passers-by with
a butcher knife before campus police shot the
man. Eleven students and staff members were
hurt in the attack that locked down the entire

“Rescue Task Force is a higher
level of risk, but we are accustomed to sending firefighters
into dangerous situations
when lives are at risk.”
Assistant Fire Chief James Cannell

campus for several hours.
In September of 2016, a distraught student
brought a gun into Columbus Scioto 6-12 and
fired it, creating an active shooter response by
Columbus Police and Columbus Division of

Fire. A teacher was able to talk the student into
handing over the gun before anybody was hurt.
Recent mass shootings at Virginia Tech in 2007
(32 killed) Sandy Hook Elementary in 2012 (27
killed) Orlando in 2016 (49 killed) and Las Vegas in 2017 (58 killed) highlighted the need for
first responders to prepare for the unthinkable,
according to Cannell.
“What we learned from the COTS training
was the importance of a unified command with
Columbus Police. And that EMS medics and
police officers can work as a team to save lives,”
said Cannell.
The Command 1 mobile joint command center
was deployed to MAPFRE Stadium as a central
coordinating location for Columbus Police and
Fire units responding to the emergency. The
$1.13 million mobile media and communications center was acquired in 2006, thanks to a
Homeland Security grant specifically for a situation that was simulated at the COTS exercise:
The center allows multiple agencies to communicate smoothly in a chaotic emergency where
lives hang in the balance. A representative of
the Civil Support Team also operated out of the
unified command center. A casualty collection
point was established just outside the concourse,
where patients were transported to a central EMS
treatment area in a southern parking lot.
The emergency operational coordination between
Columbus Fire and Columbus Police was cited
as a strength in an extensive after action report
issued by COTS.
The COTS After Action report cited problems in
coordination and communication between the
incident sites and the hospitals, however, which
resulted in some hospitals being overwhelmed
while others received very few patients. Cannell
promised more multi-agency training in the
future to improve coordination, with the goal of
saving more lives.
“We are not going to go in without the police.
But active violence scenarios are something we
must be ready for. And the rescue task force is the
way we are going to function,” said Cannell.
“The new threat to our community is active violence, and we have to keep ahead of the curve.”
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Training Bureau Embraces High Intensity Training Model, Aided by Gift

L

ieutenant Steven Chesshir and Firefighter Shane Brintlinger designed
and specified the new Rogue fitness area
for the Fire Training Academy, installed
in December of 2017. The equipment
was purchased by CME Federal Credit
Union and donated to the Columbus
Division of Fire. The $25,000 cardiovascular and free-weight equipment was
chosen specifically to mesh with the
High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)
philosophy taught at the academy for
both new recruits and current firefighters seeking to maintain strength
and agility required for their jobs and
firefighters rehabilitating from line-ofduty injuries.
“We changed the way we teach physical
education here at the training academy
two years ago,” said Lt. Steve Chesshir,
one of four firefighters assigned to the
academy who assist in physical training.
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“The International Association of Fire
Fighters (IAFF) introduced a wellness
and fitness initiative, which requires
certified trainers to plan and develop a
modern fitness programs designed for

firefighters. They came up with the Fire
Service Peer Fitness Trainer certification
program, and we’ve embraced it here at
CFD. Firefighter Shane Brintlinger, one
of our fitness instructors, helped specify

this equipment. He’s going through the process
of becoming certified in the program,” said
Chesshir.
Physical fitness training for firefighters has been
evolving, mirroring the advances in exercise
science, over the past several years in an effort to
build sturdier firefighters.
“We went away from a lot of long distance
running and weightlifting designed to isolate
individual muscles, and embraced the HIIT
(High Intensity Interval Training) philosophy
of big body movements, using multiple muscle
groups, for short duration, high intensity workouts,” explained Chesshir.
“The idea was to incorporate low impact workouts to help avoid joint injuries,” Chesshir said.
The problem for the trainers, however, was a
lack of machines designed for cardio fitness to
replace the traditional high mileage running
model.
“CME is committed to firefighter health, and
wanted to help us. Everybody knows that the
number one cause of line-of-duty deaths for
firefighters is heart attacks,” Chesshir said.
Chesshir and Brintlinger put a proposal together to justify an investment in modern training
equipment, which eventually won over the
CME board of directors, who purchased the
equipment near the end of 2017. Rogue Fitness
Equipment, headquartered in Columbus,
provided a “family discount” for the purchase,
knowing it was destined for Columbus Fire.
Chesshir and Brintlinger stretched CME’s
purchasing power by offering to pick up the
“50 gazillion boxes” at the company’s East Fifth
Avenue manufacturing facility. It took several

trips and two weeks to assemble the new workout area.
The new fitness area has a full complement of
free weights and dumb-bells in addition to two
stationary bikes and a pair of rowing machines.
“We included a large selection of kettles bells in
the specification, so we can work on balance in
addition to strength,” explained Shane Brintlinger, a five-year veteran of CFD and a PT
instructor at the training academy.
“The kettle bells allow us to perform functional
moves that mirror the actual work of firefighting,
which involves short spurts of intense physical
exertion. We are not just doing running and

“Nobody squeaks by here
whether you’re 20 or 40, you are
expected to perform. We hope
we are having a lasting impact by
teaching fitness as a lifestyle for
our members.”
- TA Physical Trainer Shane Brintlinger
push-ups now,” said Brintlinger, who will test to
become certified American Council of Exercise
personal training in February, bringing another
level of specialization to the training academy
instruction staff.
“My experience is that many incoming recruits
have some level of fitness. Many have self-directed workout routines. But the adjustment to
the intensity of our program is huge. You think
you’ve put yourself through a hard workout on
your own. But you come here and we’ll show

you what a hard work out really is. It’s not just
another day at the gym. Plus, now there are consequences involved by having to attain certain
benchmarks here. It adds another level of stress
to the academy. Most recruits adapt to it,” said
Brintlinger.
Brintlinger sees a wide spectrum of life experiences and former career fields in today’s recruits,
but doesn’t feel the recruits are getting any older
since he went through the academy in 2014,
citing his father Tim Brintlinger who joined the
department at 40 years old. Brintlinger says the
diversity of age, gender and cultures helps the department grow stronger, especially since it better
reflects the communities served by CFD.
“But nobody squeaks by here. There’s no exceptions at the training academy, whether you’re 20
or 40, you are expected to perform. We aren’t
just here to build a stronger firefighter better
equipped to hit the streets. We hope we’re having
a lasting impact by teaching fitness as a lifestyle
for our members,” said Brintlinger.
Lt. Steve Chesshir agrees, and invites all firefighters to take advantage of the new equipment.
“It’s not just for the new recruits, although they
will have priority. We also had the injured guys
in mind, the light duty men and women who
are rehabbing from injuries. They can’t run, but
they can regain their cardio fitness by rowing or
biking on the new machines. But our larger goal
is to give new and current firefighters the base
knowledge on how to exercise better; how to
maintain their physical fitness required to do this
job and possibly avoid injury,” said Chesshir.
For CME Federal Credit Union, the gift is a
simple matter of appreciation for firefighters,
according to president and CEO Jeff Carpenter.
“CME was founded by firefighters 83 years ago,
so for us to be able to give back to the organization that started us is pretty special,” said
Carpenter.
“Firefighters put their lives on the line for us every day. If this equipment can help them become
better trained and better equipped to do their
jobs, and hopefully bring them home safely every
night, then it’s a good thing,” said Carpenter.
“We put a lot of thought and research into this.
We really want to thank CME for this gift, and
Rogue for helping us make it possible,” said
Chesshir.
“We really hope firefighters will come down and
use it.”
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Columbus Fire Opens New Consolidated Logistics Center on Groves Rd.

C

olumbus Mayor Andrew Ginther was joined by Director Joe
Lombardi and Deputy Safety Director George Speaks at a
ribbon cutting ceremony celebrating the opening of the Columbus Division of Fire Logistics Center at 4252 Groves Road on
Tuesday, July 18, 2017.
The 18,000 square-foot facility underwent an 18 month, $12.5
million renovation and will consolidate the Division’s logistics,
hose repair, special events and quartermaster operations under
one roof, and house some of the Division’s extra ladder, engine
and medic trucks. Mayor Ginther was assisted in the ribbon cutting by his daughter Clara.
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Human Resources: FAQ About Paid Parental Leave & Paid
Caregiver Leave
The City of Columbus has implemented Paid Family Leave for full-time, FMLA-eligible employees. This benefit consists of two
parts: Paid Parental Leave and Paid Caregiver Leave. These policies allow employees to access paid time off to care for family
members, like newborns, adoptive children, or seriously ill family members.
PAID PARENTAL LEAVE
What is Paid Parental Leave (PPL)?
PPL may be taken when mothers and/or fathers need to provide care to a natural or adopted child at the time of birth or placement.
Who can be considered for PPL?
PPL may be considered if the employee is a biological parent, spouse or domestic partner, or legal guardian of the child and the
child resides with the employee.
How much time is provided for PPL?
PPL provides up to six weeks of leave for full-time regular, FMLA (Family Medical Leave Act)-eligible employees. PPL MUST be
taken in one continuous block. NOTE: During the two-week waiting period only, employees may elect to use vacation compensatory time, unpaid time, or sick leave.
When do the PPL benefits begin?
Benefits begin at the time of birth or placement with an initial two weeks of leave for which employees may use their accrued
leave time or take unpaid and is followed by up to four weeks of paid leave at 70% of their regular pay. NOTE: Employees may
supplement their pay, up to 100%, during the six weeks of leave.
PAID CAREGIVER LEAVE
What is Paid Caregiver Leave (PCL)?
PCL may be taken when the employee’s covered family member has a serious medical condition as defined by the FMLA requiring the employee’s care.
Who is covered under the FMLA?
Covered family members under the FMLA are the employee’s spouse, son, daughter, or parent as defined in the FMLA regulations. This DOES NOT include parent in-laws or domestic partners.
Who can be considered for PCL?
Full-time employees who meet the following criteria are eligible for up to four weeks of PCL. Employees must have:
1.

Completed one year of continuous full-time City service;

2.

Worked for at least 1,250 hours over the 12 month period before the leave;

3.

Not taken any PCL before the 12-month period measured backward.

How much time is provided for PCL?
PCL includes two weeks of unpaid leave, followed by two weeks of leave at 70% of regular pay. PCL MUST be taken in one
continuous block. NOTE: During the two-week waiting period only, employees may elect to use vacation compensatory time,
unpaid time, or sick leave.
When do the PCL benefits begin?
The eligible leave period of 4 weeks begins on the date the employee requests leave to care for an eligible family member with
a serious health condition which requires continuous care documented by a medical provider. NOTE: Employees may supplement their pay, up to 100%, during the four weeks of leave.
Rachel Crawford is the human resources analyst at the Division of Fire. She can be reached at ext 7-5200.
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AWARDS
Badge One is Passed From Karn to Eldred During Ceremony at
Station 8
Retiring Columbus Firefighter Dave Karn visited Station
8 at 1240 E. Long St. on Wednesday, Oct. 25, 2017 for a
ceremony passing his Badge One on to firefighter Edward
Eldred. Badge One is assigned to the longest serving firefighter in the Division. Karn was hired by the department
in 1973, and has served the city 44 years before retiring in
October.
Edward Eldred was hired in 1981, and has served his
entire 36 year career on Columbus Ladder 8. Columbus
Fire Chief Kevin O’Connor joined dozens of Eldred’s colleagues, family and friends at an informal party celebrating
the passing of the badge. Eldred’s wife Debbie had the honor of pinning Badge One on her husband’s class A uniform
during the event.
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By Lt. John Nachtrab
On the morning of Thursday, January 11, 2018, at 0800 hours,
six Columbus Honor Guard members met at the Recruit Training Building and packed our luggage and Honor Guard equipment into one of the Training Academy’s mini buses. We were
going on an eight hour drive of 475 miles to Philadelphia to
represent the Columbus Division of Fire at the LODD Funeral
for Philadelphia Fire Lt. Matt LeTrouneau. The drive went well,
and as always when firefighters get together for a LODD Funeral, many of us have stories of LODD Fire Fighter funerals
we have been to in the past. It is always extremely sad when a
firefighter is suddenly, violently and tragically killed while actively participating at an emergency run. He gave his life trying
to save someone he doesn’t even know. In my eyes that is a true
hero. We as firefighters, and our firefighter brothers and sisters,
feel the need to be there to honor them and show respect to
them and their families.
We arrived in Philadelphia around 1630 hours and stopped at
Fire Station 20 in Chinatown to wash our mini bus. Then we
checked into The Sheridan Philadelphia Hotel. It was located
directly across the street from the Cathedral Basilica of Saint
Peter and Paul where the viewing and church services would
be held.
The line for the viewing at the Basilica was out the door and
around the corner as firefighters from around the country came
to pay their respects. Once inside, the line was wrapped around
the interior of the Basilica which was built between 1846-1864,
and was absolutely beautiful. So appropriate for a man who
gave his life helping others. We moved slowly forward toward
the casket and the large group of family and friends as firefighters and civilians paid their respects. As we arrived in front of
the casket we stopped, stood at attention and presented arms to
Winter 2018
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CFD Honor Guard Travels to Philadelphia to Honor Fallen
Firefighter Lt. Matt LeTrouneau

honor our fallen brother. As we ordered arms and were leaving
the casket, his mom’s eyes and mine locked for a moment. I
whispered “I’m sorry” and she whispered back “Thank You”.
Friday, January 12, 2018, up at 0530 hours, Honor Guard uniforms on, breakfast and into the mini bus to get in line for the
procession before 0700. Then stood at parade dress across from
Basilica with thousands of other firefighters. When family and
friends arrived in numerous limousines at 0830 we were once
again brought to attention. At 0900 the procession came down
the street with dozens of pipers and drummers playing their
traditional music.

Columbus Division of Fire
Honor Guard members Lt.
John Nachtrab, FF Todd
Bash, FF Harold Ford,
FF Walter Lash, FF Elvin
Pinckney and Capt. Aaron
Shonkwiler pose for a
photo at the final resting
place for Philadelphia
firefighter Lt. Matt
LeTrouneau

Soon Philadelphia Engine 45 appeared, carrying his coffin. We
presented arms as the coffin was carried into the Basilica by
the pallbearers. After the coffin was brought into the church,
thousands of firefighters and civilians lined up into the church
and around the block. We were around the corner in line from
the church entrance when mother nature opened up the skies
and the rains came down. Our over coats and umbrellas were
in the mini bus half a mile away. We sent two Honor Guard
members to retrieve the over coats while the rest of us held our
place in line. When our umbrellas and overcoats showed up we
lent our umbrellas to other firefighters who had no overcoats or
umbrellas that were in line with us. It was another hour in the
rain until we entered the church and we were all soaked to the
bone from the rain.
Another half hour to follow the line around the church. As we
approached the coffin, the crowd was so large that the Philadelphia firefighter ushers were keeping everyone moving past the
coffin and family because the crowd was so large.

Honor Guard continued on page 16
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HONORS
Columbus Firefighters From Battalion 4, 2 Unit & Training
Staff Arrange A Special Retirement Gift for Rick Gaal
Recruit instructors working at the Fire Training Academy convinced Battalion Chief Rick Gaal to visit the
training facility one last time before Gaal was set to
retire on Feb. 19, 2018.

member of the department’s Critical Incident Stress
Management Team, a member of the Honor Guard and
assists recruit instruction during fire grounds operations
training at the Columbus Fire Academy.

What Gaal didn’t know was that one of the photos taken that day was destined to be super-sized and plastered
to a pair of billboards overlooking the Parsons Avenue
route the Gaal travels to and from Station 14 for his
2-Unit shifts.

Pictured from right is Firefighter Steve Siegwardt, Lt.
Steve Robertson, Lt. Bill Ross, FF Dave Burt, Lt. Steve
Chesshir, Lt. Steve Riley, Lt. Larry James, Battalion
Chief Rick Gaal, Capt. Aaron Shonkwiler, Capt. Chris
Kirchner, FF Sam Trapasso, FF Tony Klein, FF Jared
Crumpler, FF Henry Sexton, FF Shane Brintlinger, FF
Tim Gifford, and Lt. J.D. Vasbinder.

Chief Gaal joined the Division in 1985, and is a
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Honor Guard continued from page 15
The Basilica was very big and had seating for 2,000 people.
Since the crowd was so large we thought we would wait outside
and let others sit instead. One of the Philadelphia firefighter
ushers came to us and escorted us to six seats in one of the pews.
They were picking and choosing at random who would get to
stay in the church and for reasons unknown, we were chosen.
At 1100 hours the Mayor, the Fire Commissioner, and the
deceased firefighter’s brother shared memories of Fire Lt. Matt
LeTrouneau. Afterwards a complete Catholic mass. As soon as
the mass ended all firefighters went outside and lined up across
the street from the Basilica. We stood thousands strong at attention and presented arms. The coffin was loaded into Springfield
Engine 45 which was from the town where he lived and started
as a volunteer many years earlier. Immediately after the loading
of the coffin, all firefighters went to their apparatuses and fire
vehicles to join the procession. There were hundreds of vehicles
in the procession including us.
The drive was close to an hour long to the cemetery in Springfield. We passed dozens of freeway overpasses and they all had
fire apparatuses and firefighters at attention presenting arms as
we under the overpasses. Many had very large American flags
hanging between to ladder trucks. As we entered the cemetery,
there were fire apparatuses, assorted fire vehicles, charter buses,
city buses and many civilian vehicles parked everywhere.

drums songs were played. It ended as most firefighter funerals
do with one lone bagpiper walking off into the distance playing
Amazing Grace.
After the Cemetery service was over we were invited to a very
nice local country club in Springfield. It was set up very nicely
for 500 people. We were fed delicious food and spoke with dozens of other firefighters both from Philadelphia and from towns
across America. The Philadelphia firefighters all thanked us
again and again for traveling all the way from Columbus, Ohio.

Columbus Division of Fire
Honor Guard members
FF Todd Bash, FF Harold
Ford, FF Walt Lash, FF Elvin
Pinckney, Capt. Aaron
Shonkwiler and Lt. John
Nachtrab strike a “Rocky”
pose on the steps of the
Philadelphia Museum
of Art.

Afterwards it was a 30-minute drive back to the hotel, it was
now 1830 hours. We had been wearing wet clothing for the last
10 hours. It was a long day but we all felt like we had made his
family feel a little better. They felt the love, honor and respect
thousands of firefighters had given to their loved one.
After changing out of our Honor Guard uniforms, we drove
around the downtown area and into Chinatown just to check
out Philadelphia. Some Philadelphia firefighters had told us
that we should meet them at a restaurant in the downtown area.
We drove there and spent the rest of the evening with a few
dozen firefighters.
On Saturday January 13, 2018 we were up and out, but before
we started our drive back to Columbus we stopped at the Philadelphia Museum of Art and took pictures on the stairs where
part of the famous Rocky movie was made.

We gathered at the grave site for religious readings, traditional
21 gun salute, American flag fold, taps and many pipes and
Winter 2018
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Love & Hoses, continued from page 5
I would just say come in prepared, because you are already an underdog. That means physically prepared, because that’s the quickest
way to gain respect. That, and showing a willingness to help and
support your classmates in anyway you can.

You are about to go on company: 24 hours on and 48 hours off.
What’s that going to look like for the Hessel family?

Tony: That was my advice to her as well. I gave her a heads up; you
are going into a man’s world. It is what it is. But you can earn your
respect if you can hold your own.

Jessica: It should be interesting. We went back and forth on whether to try and get the same units days or alternate unit days. We don’t
have family locally to help with the children, so we’ve decided to try
for opposite shifts, so we’d each have a day alone with the kids, and
one day as a family together. And then you get Kelly days, so we are
hoping we can line those up to have more days together. It’ll be fine,
good for both of us.

If you can’t hold your own, you are going to get kicked to the side,
regardless of race or gender. That’s the bottom line.

This is all kind of unusual. You both have the same career, both
in the same city now. What are your hopes for the future?

Do either of you have firefighters in your families? There are
many “legacy” families in the CFD.

Tony: It’ll be nice to have someone you can de-stress with after
you’ve seen something hard, or been through a hard shift where you
had 20 runs on the medic unit. She’ll get it. And I’ll get it. Sometimes your spouse just doesn’t understand; you’ve been up all night,
no sleep and you’re exhausted. But you come home and there’s a
“honey do” list. It’ll be nice to have that support system at home
rather than talking to buddies, or just holding it in. I’m already a
medic, so I’m predicting I’ll go straight to a bus when I graduate,
and I will have some hard runs. We have a full gym in our basement, so we de-stress by working out and spending time with each
other as a family.

Jessica: No.
Tony: Not really. But through my time working as a physiologist,
many of our patients were police and fire members. I started to get
to know firefighters and came to like, number one, their schedule.
And two, their love and passion for their jobs. Nothing against
CPD, but some of those guys just didn’t like their jobs. Medicine
has always been a big part of my life, a big passion, so this seemed
like a great opportunity to serve others by giving, not just protecting.
Jessica: Yes. And I love how the fire department is involved with the
community. That’s something huge for me that I enjoy being a part
of. Or something I think I can enjoy, once we can get our lives back.
Let’s talk about that. What are the mornings like at the Hessel
household?
Jessica: We have a collection of six bags lined up by the door that
leave our house everyday. Tony and I have a good routine together.
He was gone, deployed, for the first five months of this process, so
my brother and sister-in-law, Jason and Mallory, moved in with me
to help me with the kids so I could do this. They were very supportive and it worked out well. He came home in mid-November, so
he starts the academy while I’m there, and that was really crazy. But
now we have a good routine; we get up at five, help each get things
ready and get the kids up at the last minute. We found a babysitter
in our neighborhood, which has been a real blessing. We originally
drove in separate cars so one of us could stay later to get stuff done
after work. You need to put in extra work, but you don’t want to
leave your kids with sitter all day, since they’ve been there since 5:30
in the morning.
Tony: Brooklyn has been great. She’s pretty adaptable, really. She’s
been visiting me since she was a one-year-old when we lived apart
and I was stationed in North Carolina for a year, so she’s pretty used
to me coming and going. She loves the baby sitter. She likes school,
too.
Jessica: I missed her first day of kindergarten, being here at the
academy. I wasn’t there to see her getting on the bus, and that was
really sad. But you’re going to have that as a firefighter.
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Well, we are happy to have the Hessels as part of the CFD team.
Is there anything else you’d like to add?
Jessica: Originally we thought we’d be at the academy together,
but looking back, everything happens for a reason. This has worked
out better. If we were both in training together, it would have been
a lot more stressful. He’s now into the period of intense studying
at night, at a time when it’s phasing down for me. He was able to
take a lot of the load off when I was still studying to keep up with
the class work, so it’s worked out. I would not have said that earlier.
When we learned he’d be deployed just as I was starting the academy, I was like “Are you kidding me? This is the only time I’ve ever
asked for myself in my entire life, and you are leaving?” But it has all
worked out. In fact, we couldn’t ask for anything more seamless.
So are you two going to worry about each other during the
other’s shift?
Jessica: I don’t think so. He’s in the military, so I’ve learned not to
worry too much about him.
Tony: No. She’s pretty tough, and I know she can hold her own.
I’ve already been approached by guys asking, “How are you going to
feel about your wife working around other men? How is she going
to be around the joking and the way men act around each other,
especially at the firehouse?” She’s been exposed to all that from my
friends, from the guys on my (football) team. When we lived in
North Carolina, we had two other guys living with us in the same
house, so she gets it.
Continued next page

Perfect continued from page 3
Perfect brought lunch and a hand-made thank you note from her grandchildren to the firefighters and medics assembled at Station 1, 3 Unit for her
visit.
“I just wanted to thank the crews that saved my life. It’s pretty amazing,
really. I had no pulse, no respiration. I was clinically dead at that point,” said
Perfect during the gathering.

from cardiac arrest decreases about 10 percent for each minute that passes
without defibrillation.
Perfect took the time to request a recording of the 911 call to find the
person who stopped to help her. In the recording, Snyder assured the caller
that a medic would arrive any moment, but after the caller said that Perfect
was turning blue, Snyder coached another bystander to start CPR over the
caller’s cell phone.
“I could hear that a lot of people were gathered around me, trying to help
me. The caller was able to get someone to start compressions. I was able to
hear the cellphone number repeated back to the dispatcher, so I was able to
locate the person that called. He apologized, felt badly that he didn’t know
how to perform CPR, which was so sweet,” said Perfect.
“I just wanted him to know that, for the rest of your days, you can know
that you saved a life.”
Each year, over 350,000 out-of-hospital cardiac arrests occur, according to
the American Heart Association. In Ohio, heart disease and its complications is the leading cause of death for adults.
After four months of cardiac rehabilitation, Perfect is back on the job and
back to her active lifestyle. Her ejection fraction, an important measure of
how well your heart is pumping blood, improved from 25 percent to over
50 percent, well into the normal range.

Kimber Perfect (right) participates in a CPR class taught at the Columbus Fire
Training Academy, along with Assistant Safety Director Cathy Collins and Tracy
Retchin, Ethics Officer for the City of Columbus. James Miller/Division of Fire

The responding firefighters wre Lt. Kent Miller, Ethan Heigel, Dave Daily,
Kaleb Baker and Aaron Tyran. Also responding was Lt. Todd Gritter (EMS
13) and Captain Aaron Renner (EMS 10) as well as Matt Snyder assigned to
the Fire Alarm Office.
Perfect knows she was fortunate that a total stranger quickly assisted her
with CPR, with the help of Firefighter Snyder via phone, while awaiting the
medics. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) can delay the damage to the
heart after a cardiac arrest, allowing for a slightly longer time for effective
defibrillation to restore normal heart activity. A patient’s chance for survival

“I’ve certainly become an advocate for CPR training. Even my book club
members have taken a hands-only CPR class after my event. But if there’s
anything I’d like people to take away from my experience, it’s to complete
the cardiac rehab. I’ve learned that 65 percent of survivors of sudden cardiac
arrest don’t complete the rehab, probably out of fear of another arrest. But
the heart doesn’t work like that. If you don’t move, if you don’t exercise the
heart, you’ll never regain or maintain full heart function,” Perfect said.
“I was already eating a ‘Mediterranean Diet’, I was a regular exerciser. And
I still had an event. But I benefited from the fact that I was in good shape.
The better you take care of yourself, the better equipped you are to survive a
sudden cardiac arrest,” said Perfect.
“I’m still walking. I’m still breathing. And I’m grateful. Every single day.”
The Columbus Division of Fire wishes to thank Kimber Perfect for sharing
her story with us. She hopes her story encourages others to learn basic CPR
lifesaving skills. Residents can visit https://www.columbus.gov/public-safety/fire/ to learn about CPR classes taught to the public at the Columbus
Training Academy, or call 614.221.3132, extension 7-5308 to learn about
upcoming classes.

Love & Hoses continued from page 18
Jessica: It was our little family of four (laughs).
Tony: Look, you always want to protect your spouse. Me more than her. But she’s pretty tough. I think she just proved that to the other 36
people in her class.
Editor’s note: Jessica Hessel graduated as a Columbus Firefighter on Feb. 2, 2018, one of three women in her 37 person class. Moreover, she was one of
two recruits (along with Firefighter Joseph Pineda) to receive the David Karn Training Award for Excellence. She was assigned to Station 8, 1 Unit. Anthony
“Tony” Hessel completed his Air Force obligation, leaving at the rank of sergeant, and has enlisted in the Army National Guard as a paramedic. He is a
member of the Columbus Fire Academy’s 106th recruit class, Green Company and is scheduled to graduate in August, 2018. The couple and their children
Brooklyn and Rhett live in Pickerington.
Winter 2018
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Dive & Rescue Team Practice Skills, Teamwork at Haul Road

T

he Columbus Division of Fire’s Dive and Rescue
Team (DART) practiced ice rescue techniques on a
frozen quarry lake along Haul Road on Tuesday, Jan. 10,
2018. Divers cut holes in the ice to rehearse underwater
search and rescue operations during a rare break in Central
Ohio’s frigid winter weather.
Drownings occur every year across the United States when
people venture out onto frozen lakes and streams. The
Columbus Division of Fire wishes to remind residents that
Ohio’s frequent freeze and thaw temperature swings makes
area lakes and rivers especially dangerous this time of year.
The regular DART skills and techniques training paid
off a few weeks later after a frantic resident called 911 to
report that a child had fallen through the ice. The effort to
save the child was selected as the “Outstanding Run of the
Week” for February as narrated by Lt. Steven Treinish who
submitted the report.
On Feb. 5th, at 0852, 3U companies were dispatched to
a water response to 1921 Belcher Dr. The MDT message
was that a small child went through the ice and was still
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in or under the water. The FAO updated the run card
several times with more information about other calls,
and verification that this would be a working run. That
information alone was invaluable to me as we planned our
dive operation en route.
This is a high-risk water response area, with a dense
population around several retention ponds, with previous

working water runs in the past. Engine 24 (Gary Cox, Jr) was first
on scene and found one wet child on shore suffering from hypothermia and a CPD officer being pulled out after falling through
the ice attempting a Go Rescue. L24 arrived, Capt. Biancone set up
command in the parking lot, and quickly determined a small boy
was still in the water. 24s could physically see a small portion of a
coat and his head barely above the water. Air was trapped in his coat
and providing enough flotation to prevent him from sinking. Capt.
Biancone worked with EMS12 (FF Daryl Jordan) and started feeding incoming companies information on victim status and location
and advised incoming companies it would be a working incident.
The incident became more stressful when the CPD officer became
unconscious at the water’s edge. E24 and EMS12 requested an additional medic (total of 3) for the CPD officer. FF Scott Benjamin
of R16 exited the truck fully dressed in proper ice PPE, supported
by FF Craig Mignogno and FF Scott Shepherd, and did a quick Go
Rescue of the child. The elapsed time of this ice rescue was approximately 30 seconds.
At this point, there was an immersion-induced cardiac arrest, an
unconscious CPD officer, and another child suffering from hypothermia. Simply put, our companies had their hands full. DART2
proceeded in and it was decided to do a quick search of the bottom
under the ice hole, and had an all clear in four minutes. R16 stayed
suited up in ice PPE to support DART2 in case of another victim
or diver emergency. M61 (FF Keller and Sheehan) and EMS10
(Capt. Corvi) performed ALS care on the child that was in the
water, and transported to Children’s with FF Slatzer and FF Pineda
from Engine and Ladder 24, respectfully. M24 transported the
CPD officer, and M6 transported the sister suffering from hypothermia.

victims in the deeper water, all while EMS crews did everything
possible to provide excellent patient care to three patients. At this
time, it is believed the boy is breathing on his own at Children’s.
This also shows the need for good, hands on ice training for all
companies. E24 and L24 had shore based ice rescue equipment in
place, just as practiced at Haul Road over the last couple weeks.
Lt. Cox was aware the victim was in a good place for rescue, and
ensured nothing bumped the child for fear of burping the trapped
air in the coat and causing him to submerge. R16 made this ice
rescue a bread and butter evolution as well, and DART2 cleared
the remainder of the water in four minutes. This run shows the
importance of continuing to train on the high-risk, low frequency
runs such as ice rescue, and spotlights the professionalism and skill
of our crews under pressure.
Thank you to Lt. Treinish for taking the extra time researching
details, writing it up, and submitting this incident for Outstanding
Run of the Week! I concur with Lt. Treinish, excellent job by ALL,
coming together as one team and performing at the highest level,
mission complete! I want to close by thanking our trainers! The
end result of quality training is not often recognized but once again
our performance mirrors our training. Keep up the great work out
there! - Assistant Chief James Cannell.

The highest priority of our mission is life safety, and this run is a
great example of how well our companies work together for that
common goal. The first arriving companies painted a great picture
of the run for companies incoming, set up command, and triaged.
R16 made a very quick and safe rescue, DART2 ruled out more
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Residents Share

APPRECIATION
Carreon Wilkins, 14, (top photo) and his mother Athena Wilkins stopped by Station 15 on
Thursday to personally thank the Columbus
Fire Medics who responded to the Wilkins
residence on July 7th, 2017. The medics,
Ryan Birt, Kyle Merz and Lt. Thad Turano responded to a 911 call that reported a young
man was suffering from seizures. The medics
found Carreon unresponsive and not breathing; a victim of a cardiac arrest. The medics
were able to revive Carreon, who spent some
time in an Intensive Care Unit before receiving
a pacemaker. Athena Wilkins, who suffered
burns from a house fire as a young girl living
in Chicago, wanted her son to meet and personally thank the medics who’s quick action
saved his life.
December 12th at about 9 p.m., Mr. Brett
Jaffe and his wife (second photo) were leaving the Blue Jackets game and shortly after
leaving the parking garage, Mr. Jaffe became
unresponsive. His wife pulled over on Neil
Ave., pulled him from the car and started
CPR. A Dublin Police Dispatcher, Mike Pineault, came upon the incident and stopped
to help render aid. Columbus Fire Medic 1,
Engine 9 and EMS 10 responded and provided Advanced Cardiac Life Support procedures and successfully resuscitated Mr. Jaffe.
After a short stay in the hospital, Mr. Jaffe
was released and with minimal side effects. Bystander CPR rendered by Mrs. Jaffe
and Mr. Pineault can be credited to this
successful outcome. Mr. Jaffe and his wife
stopped by Station 1 to drop off toys for
Firefighters 4 Kids and to thank the crew
that responded to his sudden cardiac arrest.
A big shout out to the 2-Unit crew members at
Station 1 and Mike Pineault for helping bring
Mr. Jaffe back to life. Thank you for keeping
our city safe!
This past fall, Phyllis Summerall (bottom photo) stopped by Station 15 to personally thank
the crew members who saved her boyfriend’s
life after suffering a cardiac arrest on May 20,
2017.
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Chuck Easter Receives Badge One

Retired firefighter Chuck Easter, who served as
a Columbus firefighter and medic from 1966
until 2001, received a replacement “Badge 1”
honoring the longest serving firefighter in June.

Werk Receives Distinguished Career Award

Kay Werk helped to develop the Columbus Division of Fire’s
Critical Incident Stress Management program. She’s now in
OSU College of Social Work Alumni Hall of Fame
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The Public Information Office would like to introduce our quarterly
newsletter The Command Post to the men and women who serve in
the Columbus Division of Fire. This publication focuses on the fire & EMS
services industry, and how our work is changing to meet the demands of a
diverse and growing community.
Our mission is to produce both written and digital content that tells the
story of the Division and the many ways we serve the roughly one million
people of Columbus, Ohio . If there is a story you feel that we should cover, or
have an activity that might make a good, story-telling photograph, please
let us know. High quality submitted digital photos are also welcomed.
If some of this issue’s content looks familiar, then you’ve probably viewed
it first on the Division’s social media platforms, including our Facebook
page; www.facebook.com/ColumbusDivisionOfFire/ and Twitter account
@ColsFire.
Please send your comments, story ideas and upcoming events to piofire@
columbus.gov. Or feel free to reach out to any of us in the PIO staff directly.
Help us tell the evolving story of the Columbus Division of Fire.
Our Public Information Office Team is:
B/C Steve Martin, Public Information Officer.........SCMartin@Columbus.gov
Rebecca Diehm, Assistant PIO.....................................RJDiehm@Columbus.gov
James Miller, Division Photographer.........................JASMiller@Columbus.gov
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The grandchild of Kimber
Perfect sent a hand written
thank you along with a plate
of hot calzones to Fire Station
1. Perfect delivered the gifts
personally to thank the
Columbus Fire Medics who
assisted her after she suffered
a sudden cardiac arrest on a
downtown sidewalk. See the
story on page 3. James Miller/
Division of Fire

